
HOW TO DELIVER A BABY, part two
WHAT IFs

+  If the head is born but the body does not come out after three pushes:  
 The mother must lie down on her back, put two pillows under her 
 bottom, bring her knees up to her chest, grab her knees, and push hard 
 with each contraction. 
  

+  If baby is not breathing:  
 Rub his back firmly.  If he still does not cry, lay him down so that he is 
 looking up at the ceiling, tilt his head back to straighten his airway and 
 keep rubbing.  Not every baby has to cry, but this is the best way to be 
 sure the baby is getting the air he needs.  
  

+  If the baby is gagging on fluids in his mouth and turning blue:  
 Use the towel to wipe the fluids out of his mouth and nose.  If this does 
 not help, use the bulb syringe to help clear things out.  Just squeeze the 
 bulb, place the tip in the nose or mouth and release the squeeze.  This 
 will suck fluid into the bulb.  Move the bulb away from the baby and 
 squeeze again to empty the bulb.  Repeat until the fluid is removed.  If 
 the baby is still not breathing, follow the CPR instructions.
  

+  If the baby is coming out bottom first:  
 Bring the mother’s bottom to the edge of the bed or seat and have her 
 legs pulled up to her chest.  Prepare a soft landing spot for the baby on 
 the floor.  Let the baby’s body (arms, too) come out without touching the 
 baby.  You will be looking at the baby’s back.  Yes, you have to let his little 
 bottom hang down toward the floor even if you’re afraid he’ll fall.  If you 
 have to touch something, grab another pillow for the landing zone.  
 When the head slips out, grab the baby under the arms and bring him 
 up to the mom.  If the baby’s arms are out, but the head does not come 
 out with the next contraction, have the mother get out of bed, squat and 
 push.
  

+  CPR Instructions:  
 Give 30 gentle chest compressions rapidly (the rate should be 100 
 per minute) using two or three fingers in the center of the chest just 
 below the nipple line.  Press down approximately one-third the depth 
 of the chest (about one and a half inches).  Open the airway using a 
 head tilt lifting of the chin, but not tilting the head too far back.  If the 
 baby is not breathing, cover the baby’s mouth and nose with your mouth 
 and give two gentle breaths.  Each breath should be one second long.  
 You should see the baby’s chest rise with each breath.


